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Brief Headlines
Adani Ports: Norway Wealth Fund puts Adani Ports, other companies on watch list. Adani
Ports had earlier scrapped Myanmar Container Terminal plans.
Wipro: The company has appointed Turki Bin Nader as GM & Country Head, Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia.
Ami Organics | Investor Plutus Wealth Management LLP has sold 2 lakh equity shares in the
company via open market transactions. These shares were sold at Rs 885 per equity share on
the BSE.
Vijaya Diagnostic Centre | Investor Karakoram has offloaded 72,94,115 equity shares in the
company via open market transactions at an average price of Rs 425.75 per share. This is a 7.1
percent stake of the total paid up capital. However, AL Mehwar Commercial Investments LLC
acquired 20,35,857 equity shares, Destinations Int EQ Fund A Series of Brinker Capital
Destinations Trust bought 8,94,610 equity shares, and Wasatch Advisors Inc through its funds
(Wasatch Emerging India Fund and Wasatch International Opportunities Fund) purchased
40.1 lakh equity shares in the company. These shares were bought at an average price of Rs
425.75 per share
Great Eastern Shipping Company | The firm said its subsidiary Greatship (India) has
contracted to sell its 2010 built R-class Platform supply vessel 'Greatship Rohini' for
scrapping. Greatship Rohini had suffered damage due to a fire incident on board in February
2021. The vessel is expected to be delivered to the buyer in Q4 Fy22.
Natco Pharma | The pharma company launched its first generic version of Revlimid
(Lenalidomide capsules), in the US market. These capsules are available in 5mg, 1Omg, l5mg,
and 25mg strengths. The drug is used for the treatment of multiple myeloma in combination
with the medicine dexamethasone, certain myelodysplastic syndromes, and mantle cell
lymphoma following specific prior treatment.
NLC India | The company has declared an interim dividend of Rs 1.50 per equity share for
the financial year 2021-22.

KCL Infra Projects | The company said its board members have approved fund raising up to Rs
48 crore through Rights issue.
Shree Ganesh Biotech (India) | The firm has approved the issuance of bonus shares in the
ratio of one fully paid up equity share for every one share held. This is subject to the approval
of shareholders.
Arihant Superstructures | Deepak Lohia has resigned as Chief Financial Officer of the
company. The company has already searched for Rajendra Pawar to take the position of CFO.
The proposal will be kept in the next board meeting for CFO appointment.
Sun TV Network | The company has declared an interim dividend of Rs 5 per equity share for
the financial year 2021-22.
Dodla Dairy | The dairy company said the board has approved purchase of assets, business,
and plant & machinery up to Rs 55 crore. It has also approved funding for subsidiaries
Orgafeed, and Dodla Dairy Kenya, up to Rs 40 crore each.
3i Infotech receives contract worth Rs 12.85 crore: The company has bagged a work order
from Rajasthan State Pollution Control Board (RSPCB) for design, development,
implementation and maintenance of integrated e-Governance Solution 2.0 for the
Rajasthan State Pollution Control Board. The total contract value is Rs 12.85 crore. The stock
was locked in its upper circuit on March 4 but has declined 31 percent in the past one month.
Balkrishna Industries starts expansion, de-bottlenecking at Bhuj plant: The firm said it has
successfully commenced commercial production of the brownfield expansion and debottlenecking project at its Bhuj plant ahead of schedule. This will result in increased
production of tyres up to 50,000 MTPA. The complete ramp-up in production is expected to
be achieved in the next six months. The stock lost 1.7 percent on March 04 and is down 23
percent in the past one month.
PNB Housing Finance plans to raise funds: The company will hold a board meeting on
March 9 to consider fund raising. The stock was down 1.3 percent on March 04 and has
lost 7.0 percent over the past one year.

EQUITY WATCH
Market Update

Indian shares snapped their four-day run of losses in volatile trading on Tuesday, led by gains in information technology stocks, with investors staying on the sidelines over concerns
rising oil prices could push inﬂation higher. The blue-chip NSE Nifty 50 index rose 0.95% to 16,013.45 at close and the S&P BSE Sensex climbed 1.1% to 53,424.09. The Nifty IT index
rose to an over two-week high earlier in the day and settled 2.69% higher. Nifty's volatility index, which indicates the degree of volatility traders expect over the next 30 days in the
Nifty50 index, was down 2.53% at 28.5875. Oil prices surged past $126 a barrel on Tuesday, on fears sanctions against Russian oil could impact supply, with Moscow warning a ban
would more than double the price to $300 a barrel. India imports over two-thirds of its oil requirements, and rising prices push up the country's trade and current account deﬁcit, while
hurting its currency and fuelling inﬂation. Nifty's bank index, ﬁnancial services index, private sector bank index , auto index and pharmaceuticals index were up between 0.80% and
2%. The metal index fell 1.48%.
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Consider an ideal Scenario in which one could
earn a reasonable Return on his/her
investment while also lowering the Tax bill.
Fortunately, such an idyllic situation does exist
in the real world, thanks to one-of-a-kind
Investment Product known as Equity Linked
Savings Scheme or ELSS.
(i) ELSS Funds
Equity Linked Saving Schemes (ELSS) are the
best Tax Saving mutual funds. ELSS mutual
funds fall under the diversified Equity Mutual
Funds category. This equity fund invests at
least 80% of its assets in equity and equityrelated instruments, part of the corpus is
invested in debt as well. ELSS offers you dual
advantage of capital appreciation as well as
tax saving under section 80 C of Income Tax
Act.
ELSS funds offer portfolio diversification for
its investors. These tax saver funds have
dedicated and professional fund managers.
Small investors, too, can save taxes by
investing in ELSS mutual funds through SIPs.
Historical returns of Best ELSS funds have
been around 12% or even higher returns.
(ii) What are the Tax Benefits offered by
ELSS Funds?
In recent years, many taxpayers have turned
to ELSS schemes to avail of tax benefits. If you
invest in ELSS schemes, then you can avail tax
exemption of the invested amount up to a limit
of Rs. 150,000 under the provisions of Section
80C of the Income Tax Act, 1961. However,
note that investments are locked-in for three
years from the date of investment.
(iii) Who Should Invest in ELSS?
Any individual or HUF who intends to save on
taxes under section 80C can invest in ELSS
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ELSS Funds

mutual funds. These funds have a certain
amount of risk attached to them. This is
because of the equity exposure in the
portfolio. These tax saver funds offer higher
returns when compared to other prevailing Tax accumulate a reasonable investible corpus.
saving schemes. Investors should have a long- • While one can invest a lump sum amount in
termperspective for their ELSS investments. an ELSS scheme, most investors prefer the SIP
Among all the asset classes that qualify for tax method as it allows them to invest in tiny
amounts and
avail tax
benefits
along with an
opportunity
to create
wealth.
(v) Options
Available for
Investing in
ELSS Funds
There are
three types
o f E L S S
mutual funds
t h at a n
investor can
choose from
deduction under Section 80C of the Income –
Tax Act, ELSS funds have the lowest lock in (i) The Growth Option
period.
Under the growth option, the investor gets
(iv) Why should you invest in ELSS Tax Saving the gains only at the time of
Mutual Funds?
redemptions. Appreciation in
• Most ELSS funds invest across a diverse the total Net Asset Value of the
group of companies ranging from small-cap to ELSS mutual fund multiplies
large-cap and across various sectors. This the profits. In these options,
allows investor to add the element of investors not entitled to take
diversification to his investment portfolio.
the benefits in the form of
• Most ELSS schemes allow investors to start dividends.
investing with as low as Rs.500. This ensures (ii) The Dividend Option
that one starts investing without having to The investor entitles to get

638.10

timely dividends, under the Dividend Option.
Dividends declared only when there are
excessive profits. According to the 2020
Budget, the dividends taxed in the hands of
the investors. The investors are supposed to
pay the tax on dividends based on their Income
Tax Slabs.
(iii) The Dividend Reinvestment Option
Under this option, the investor can opt to
reinvest the dividends received into the same
scheme. This option is beneficial when the
markets are doing well and are prone to
continue in the same way.
(vi) Features of ELSS
• They offer tax deductions of up to Rs
1,50,000 a year under Section 80C provision.
• Investing in ELSS funds gives you the twin
benefits of tax deductions & wealth creation.
• These come with a lock-in period of 3 years,
and there are no provisions to make a
premature exit.
• One can invest any amount in ELSS, there is
no upper capping, while the minimum
investable amount varies across fund houses.
• The portfolio of an ELSS fund mostly consists
of equities, while they have some exposure
towards fixed-income securities as well.
Top 5 best Tax Saver Funds based on the past
5-year Returns
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Stock Report

The Stock Report shown above has been chosen within the
companies having piotroski score more than 7 in its financials.
Let us break down the piotroski score and understand in
detail.
Piotroski score basically reflects nine criteria used to
determine the strength of a firm's financial position. The score is
between zero and nine where 9 being the best and 0 being the
worst. The following score is used to determine the best value
stock which in simple language could be considered companies
having high return on capital employed with low debt to equity

ratio.
These 9 aspects are based on accounting results over a
number of years where a point is awarded each time a number is
met. The following score can be broken down into 3 major
categories explained below. Firstly, as we already know the
stocks listed above have been chosen with a number greater
than 7 which means they are high on profitability, low on
leverage and are operating at a positive margin. Secondly, the
stocks have been categorized by its respective Market Cap
(Largest to smallest). Market Capitalization is the market value of
any publicly traded company’s outstanding shares,
calculated by multiplying the company’s share price
with total number of outstanding shares.
Moving on, let us take an example of a stock with
the highest market cap Infosys. Now, Infosys
piotroski score is 8 which happens to be on much
positive side and is also supported by its financials
which makes it an attractive bet to invest your
money in. As we go ahead, we notice the ROE for this
stock is 27.22, and P/E ratio is 35.48 and EPS = 50.81.
Moving on the profit growth for latest quarter is
5 8 0 9 w h i c h ta l ks vo l u m e s re ga rd i n g t h e

performance of the company. This only proves that the company
has performed in a uniform manner and has portrayed healthy
profits, is expected to be a solid investment for its investor’s to
park their money in and gain money out of the stock.
In addition to, let us take an example of the least market cap
in this stock segment Prince Pipes. Every Stock comes with its
own classifications. The following stock is smallest in its market
cap but again the piotroski number is 8 and returns are
escalating at a high level where ROE = 23.76 and P/E = 27.26 and
profit for the latest quarter is 67.32. We can figure out that the
returns are on a positive side in relation to its smaller market cap
.The stock is definitely not at its maximum at the moment and
can reach greater heights in terms of market cap and could also
be considered as a good investment.
Lastly, this report can be a useful tool for many investors who
are looking for short term ideas and if calculated specifically also
large term investments.. These stocks have potential to grow
large in their profit growth and in terms of size, returns and its
share price. Therefore, the following parameters should be
studied in detail for all these stocks and depending on individual
conclusions money could be invested based on your portfolio
and risk profile.

Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions and are for educational purposes. No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling

Derivative Analysis

Derivatives are securities that derive their value form an From the table above let us take an example of TATA POWER. In addition to, price of TATA POWER has been on a correction
underlying asset. Most common form of derivatives are The contract of TATA POWER stands with an open interest of for the past 3 days but has recovered yesterday and has made
10,03,86,000 which portray huge momentum and many a high of 227 from the low of 212, which means that both
future contracts.
Open interest refers to total number of outstanding players in the contract. The increase from the previous day in price and open interest are in a similar upwards positive
derivatives contracts that have not been settled. For every OI is 3.77%. One of the indicators to invest in contracts is direction and have prospective to be promoted even further.
buyer of a future contract there must be a seller. If a bought when there is an increase in open interest with an increase in This is one of the indicators to be studied and in the same way
contract is not sold then it is considered open. When options price which indicates a possibility for price of the contract to all the options cans be analysed first and depending on
have large open interest, it indicates it has large number of grow further in the coming days and could be a good trading results money could be invested as per individual
requirement.
bet for short term.
buyers and sellers.
Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions and are for educational purposes. No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling.
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Chart Setup
AXIS BANK LIMITED

On the verge of breaking its Support and has broken the Trendline downwards. Sell at
CMP, for the Target of 620-625 at Stop Loss 680.

Larsen & Toubro Infotech Limited

Breaking the Resistance. Buy at CMO at Stop Loss 6356 for
the Target 6550-6600.

MOTHER SUMI SYSTEMS LIMITED

Creating Higrt-lows, Trading in a downward pattern. Sell at CMP, at
Stop Loss 135 with the Target 110-115.

Maruti Suzuki India Limited

Breaking its Support with Downward Trend. Sell at CMP, for the Target
6600 with Stop Loss 7000

Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions and are for educational purposes. No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling

Mutual Fund Activity
MF SEBI
Equity

Debt

Foreign Institutional Investors
FII SEBI
Equity

Debt
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TATA POWER COMPANY LIMITED
• Thermal Power
(A) Overview of The Company
Tata Power Company is India’s largest integrated
Power utility company. The company is primarily
involved in the business of the generation,
transmission, and distribution of electricity. Tata
Power together with its subsidiaries & joint entities,
has a generation capacity of 13,061 MW of which
32% comes from clean energy sources. Moreover,
the company has distinction of being among the top
private players in each sector of the value chain
including solar rooftop and value-added services.
• Waste Heat Recovery
(B) Business Model
(i) Renewable Energy Generation
As one of the India’s largest Renewable Energy
Players, Tata Power is positioned at the top to deliver
to the changing landscape of India’s Renewable
Energy focus.
• Wind Energy

•

Solar Energy

(ii) Conventional Energy Generation
Tata Power enjoys an unrivalled cost-advantage in
electricity production which has been achieved by
regularly upgrading its state-of-art thermal and
hydro plants. This enables the company to supply
power at competitive tariffs to its customers.
• Hydro Power

(iii) Transmission & Distribution
Tata supply electricity to Over 12 million consumers
spread across Delhi, Mumbai, Ajmer & Odisha and
manage a distribution network of more than 4 Lac
ckt KM. The company also manages transmission
network of 3,531 Kms across India. Apart from this, it
provides various
transformational services to
Power Utilities across the
globe. The services are fine
blend of
experts with
surfeit of
knowledge &
experience
and state-oft h e - a r t
technologies
that ensures customized solutions
capable of transforming businesses.
(iv) Next Gen Power Solutions
Ta t a Po w e r c o n t i n u e s t o b e a
forerunner in technology adoption
while also setting industry benchmarks
in operational and sustainability
aspects- from Solar roof to EV Charging Solutions and
Home Automation to integrated energy solutions
(ESCO) to meet affordable and sustainable
requirements of our customers.
(v) Trading
Tata Power Trading Company Limited is a wholly
owned subsidiary of The Tata Power Company
Limited and has emerged as
a pioneer in shaping India's
v i b ra nt p o we r t ra d i n g
market, with a track record
of performance, customer
care and sustained growth.
(vi) Services Business
Tata Power Generation
Services division comes
with over 100+ years of
experience and expertise to offer maximum
benefits to customers. The company caters 9.5
million customers across select cities, Tata
Power, along with its partners, work on
delivering uninterrupted power supply and
beyond-the-meter services to ensure customer
convenience and satisfaction.
(C) Revenue Model
Tata Power’s more than 80% of Revenue comes
from its Transmission & Distribution and Power
Generation Segment. The rest is contributed by
the Renewables Segment.

(D) Shareholding Pattern
• Promoters pledged remain unchanged at 1.40% of
holdings in December Quarter.

• Promoters holding remains unchanged at 46.86%
in last quarter.
• FII/FPI have decreased holdings from 11.06% to
10.84% in December 2021.
• In December Quarter, Mutual Funds have
decreased their holdings from 8.30% to 4.48%.
• Institutional Investors have decreased holdings
from 31.50% to 26.73% in December 2021.
(E) Power Generation Capacity and Distribution

(F) Preferential Issue
Inn FY21, the company issued and allotted 49 crore
equity shares of the company to its promoter, Tata
Sons Pvt Ltd at a price of INR 53 per share. The
proceeds of the issue were primarily utilized for
repayment of debts of the company and its
subsidiaries.
Tata Power has 30% and 26% stakes in Indonesian
coal mining companies, PT Kaltim Prima Coal, and PT
BaramultiSuksessaranaTbk, respectively. It had
signed a definitive agreement to sell 30% stake in
Arutmin to the Bakrie family for USD 400 million
(around Rs 2,800 crore) of which USD 140 million
(around Rs 980 crore) is already realised.
(G) Financial Parameters

(H) Outlook
•Tata Power’s transition into the green segment is
gaining strong momentum, and the company now
plans to incur a Capex INR34bn over the next 18
months to enhance its cell and module
manufacturing capacity by 4GW each.
•The company has also participated in the PLI
Scheme floated by the government to boost
domestic solar manufacturing and, thus, expects an
incentive of INR 15 bn against this Capex.
•It is also strengthening its EV charging segment by
signing MoUs with TVS Motors and Apollo Tyres to
deploy charging stations.

